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1) This is my #Qanon thread for June 17, 2020

Q posts can be found here:
qanon.pub

Android apps:
qalerts.app/app/

qanon.news: Q drops, POTUS Tweets and offsite archive
Mirror archive of Q drops, POTUS tweets, and full QResearch threads from 8ch and
8kun. You are the news now!

https://qanon.news/Q

QMAP: Mobile Apps
RSS feeds that you can use with your favorite RSS reader

https://qmap.pub/info/mobile
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My Theme: End Goal? Government Control

2) Q explained that the goal of elites is worldwide government control. The goal is

realized by having certain families control certain groups of people.

The 3 families in control are illustrated by a triangle. They are the House of Saud, the

Rothschilds & George Soros

3) The Rothschilds control banks and financial institutions and through them,

national governments as well as the Catholic church (via the Vatican Bank). By

controlling governments and the church, the Rothschilds control large numbers of

people.

4) Saudi Arabia's oil reserves gave it global power. The Saudis controlled key U.S. and

U.K. politicians though pedophilia and blackmail. 
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Saudi princes like Alwaleed bin Talal are major investors in the tech sector & the

media, including social media platforms like Twitter.

5) George Soros funds left-leaning political activists & organizations. Slush funds

have been set up by politicians to take taxpayer money and re-route it to fund Soros

organizations which provide propaganda to keep normies unaware of who is in really

in control.

6) The arrest of Saudi princes in November of 2017, cut the strings of control to U.S.

politicians.

Having lost their protection, many members of congress resigned.

7) POTUS is working with other world leaders to defeat those who are trying to

establish a global government, (also known as the New World Order).
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8) The power of the 3 ruling families is being dismantled with the "Keystone"— Q's

term for the combined authority of POTUS + the might of the U.S. military & its

intelligence apparatus.

9) But those who would enslave the world aren't giving up without a fight. They have

a plan and we're watching it play out right now. 

If you know your history, you may see familiar patterns developing.

10) The Russian revolution of 1919 swept Vladimir Lenin into power, giving

communists a stronghold in Asia

11) Anti-communist sentiment grew throughout Europe in the 1920s. In Italy, Benito

Mussolini promoted fascism as a counter to the communist threat.
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12) Italy is predominantly Roman Catholic and winning the support of the Vatican

was crucial to Mussolini's success.

13) In 1929, Mussolini and Pope Pius XI signed the Lateran Treaty—an agreement

that provided financial compensation to the church and secured the Vatican's support

of Mussolini's fascist party. 

Lateran Treaty (1929) Summary & Facts
Vatican City territory The Lateran Treaty was an accord of 1929 between Italy and
the Vatican. It was signed in February 11th of that year, and ratified in June 7th by
the Parliament of the Kingdom o…

http://totallyhistory.com/lateran-treaty/

14) Mussolini employed the use of public threats, intimidation and beatings of

anyone who opposed his ideology. 

The violence was carried out by teams called "Squadre d’Azione," which later became

known as the "Blackshirts."

Blackshirt | Italian history
Blackshirt, member of any of the armed squads of Italian Fascists under Benito
Mussolini, who wore black shirts as part of their uniform. The first squads—each of
which was called Squadre d’Azione (“…

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Blackshirt

15) The global depression of the 1930s triggered by the 1929 stock market collapse

created an ideal situation for opportunistic political leaders.

16) Mussolini and Adolph Hitler rose to prominence in the 1930s by stoking anti-

communist fear and promising a better standard of living.
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17) Like Mussolini, Hitler signed an agreement with the Catholic church that

provided wealth to the Vatican and secured the support of Germany's clergy and

parishioners.

https://www.newadvent.org/library/docs_ss33co.htm

18) Like Mussolini, Hitler enforced his ideology through violence. His Stormtroopers

AKA, "brownshirts" were a knockoff of Mussolini's blackshirts. 

Hitler’s Bullyboys: The Role of the SA in Nazi Germany
The SA — Sturmabteilung, meaning ‘assault division’ — also known as the
Brownshirts or Storm Troopers, was a violent paramilitary group attached to the
Nazi Party in ...

https://www.historyhit.com/hitlers-bullyboys-the-role-of-the-sa-in-nazi-germany/

19) Although claiming to oppose fascism, Antifa takes its tactics from the playbook of

fascist thugs from the 1930s.

20) Q picked up on this theme today, pointing out the similarities between the tactics

currently used by Democrat leaders and those used by fascists in the 1930s.
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21) Q linked to an article explaining how the Associated Press was the only media

outlet allowed inside Germany during World War II. Their presence was permitted

because they agreed to hire Nazi propagandists and publish what they were told to by

Hitler.

Revealed: how Associated Press cooperated with the Nazis
Revealed: how Associated Press cooperated with the Nazis | Germany | The
Guardian

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/mar/30/associated-press-cooperation-nazis-r…

22) A hallmark of fascism is control of the public narrative. 

The censorship, dishonesty, bias and the practice of publishing leaked intelligence to

harm political opponents are right out of the playbook of the fascists of the 1930s.

23)

24) HOW DID HITLER GAIN POWER?

Global depression?
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Reparations?

Rise in unemployment?

“Germans began to lose faith in democracy and looked to extreme parties on the both

the Left (the communists) and the Right (the Nazis) for quick and simple solutions.”

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zpvhk7h/revision/1

25) “When people are unemployed, hungry and desperate... they often turn to

extreme political parties offering simple solutions to their problems. Between 1930

and 1933 support for the extreme right-wing Nazis and the extreme left-wing

communists soared.”

26) NOW:

COVID-19 > global economic depression?

[D]party > BLM race push_reparations?

COVID-19 > huge rise in unemployment [40mm]?

27) NOW:

Insurrection [riots, city takeover(s), remove police (weaken), property destroy,

assault(s), murder, release by [D] Gov/Mayor(s) back-to-streets (safezone(s)),

division, hostility, race war, etc.?

28) Just as the goal of fascists in the 1930s was global domination, the goal of the

Democrat party is to cause enough chaos to convince people that our Constitutional

Republic must be replaced with a global government.

29) The schemer behind the mayhem, the agitator hoping to set up a one-world

government is the king of chaos—George Soros.

(A worthwhile read.) 

Connoisseur of Chaos
When the dust was cleared and the debris swept away, he stood revealed as
Hillary Clinton’s most generous billionaire donor. Read the full article here.

https://www.city-journal.org/html/connoisseur-chaos-14954.html
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31)

AskQanon
@AskQanon

Redpill after redpill. Truth 

44K 3:32 PM - Jun 17, 2020

30.6K people are talking about this

32) Steve Scalise asked some pointed questions about why Democrat governors

forced covid-19 patients into nursing homes.

Steve Scalise
@SteveScalise

 Just sent letters to the Democrat governors of NY, NJ, CA, PA, and 
MI demanding they explain why they ignored protocols and forced 
COVID-19 patients into nursing homes.

The outcome was devastating.

Families who lost loved ones deserve answers. This tragedy was 
avoidable.
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40.3K 10:45 PM - Jun 15, 2020

29.3K people are talking about this

33) Q replied.

34) Q asked anons to watch Hannity's interview with the President.

35) The video is hosted on my Bitchute channel.

(It should remain viewable.)
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Hannity Interview with President Trump - June 17, 2020

https://www.bitchute.com/video/gPI2D93wdqlT/

36) #SilentMajorityRising 

#Trump2020Landslide

37) Q posted a link to this tweet.

Are we moving toward a time when conservatives (or Trump supporters) will be

considered less than human?

What happened the last time a people group was viewed that way?

Robby Starbuck
@robbystarbuck

These disturbing tweets are sadly not a tiny fringe view on the left 
anymore. He just said it out loud. Many don’t want to co-exist like their 
bumper stickers used to say. Many really believe we’re less than human 
and think we belong in re-education camps. That’s the vile truth.

8,795 2:43 AM - Jun 16, 2020

8,276 people are talking about this
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39)

Breitbart News
@BreitbartNews

HORROR: A report has uncovered a Berlin government-backed 
pedophile network that actively sought to place homeless children with 
pedophiles. trib.al/urh60od

18.5K 6:00 PM - Jun 18, 2020

24.7K people are talking about this

Report: German Officials Placed Children with Paedophiles For 30 Years
A report has uncovered a Berlin government-backed paedophile network that
actively sought to place homeless children with paedophiles.
breitbart.com

40) "A former Chancellor of West Germany, Berlin senators, bureaucrats, and

members of the educational establishment have been implicated in a network “in

which pedophile positions were accepted, supported, and defended.”

41) "The director of adult education at Pedagogical Centre was Helmut Kentler, a

social scientist, who argued that sex between adults and children was a crucial part of

healthy sexual development, saying that 'in some cases almost something like a

gentler form of social work.'”

42) "In the 1960s, there was a large population of homeless children in West Berlin.

Kentler argued that the children should be placed with pedophile foster fathers, as

they would be more loving towards the children. The so-called ‘Kentler experiment’

lasted for some 30 years."

43) Full article.
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Report: German Officials Placed Children with Paedophiles For 30 Years
A report has uncovered a Berlin government-backed paedophile network that
actively sought to place homeless children with paedophiles.

https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2020/06/18/report-german-officials-placed-children-w…

44)

45)

Twitter Allows Pedophiles to Discuss Attraction to Minors
In the past week alone, it was reported that Twitter has suspended journalist Andy
Ngo for tweeting inconvenient facts about the purported "epidemic" of transgender
deaths, and undercover journalism …

https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2019/11/26/twitter-allows-pedophiles-to-discuss-attracti…
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Bizarre Facebook survey asks users if they condone pedophilia
Facebook is under fire for publishing a stomach-churning survey that asked users
whether pedophiles should be allowed to solicit “sexual pictures” from underage
girls.

https://www.foxnews.com/tech/bizarre-facebook-survey-asks-users-if-they-condone-pe…

47)

48) Information on the "Thin Blue Line."

The Thin Blue Line
What is the Thin Blue Line? Not everyone knows what this increasingly popular
symbol truly represents. Learn what it means to us in the Flags of Valor blog.

https://www.flagsofvalor.com/blogs/news/the-thin-blue-line
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